ing the initial descendant axis of the partial matching path query can be removed in the NFA of PosFilter. This also brings about the benefit of reducing the state explosion in the runtime stack by the initial descendent axis. In the next section, we will introduce this bottom-up filtering approach based on postfix sharing in detail. For the illustration, let us see the example of Fig. 5 . When the XPath query Q1 of Fig. 1(c) is subscribed first, the initial combined-NFAp is constructed like Fig. 5 For the test data, we used the auction data generated by the xmlgen of XMark [16] and for the test queries, we used the queries generated by the query generator of YFilter [15] . The test data size is approximately 100MB. Table 1 shows the workload parameters for query and data generation. In order to get the partial matching path queries, we first generate a set of XPath queries by configuring the DS parameter in the query generator of YFilter. Then we can select a subset of partial matching path queries according to the parameter P.
PosFilter: An

Experiment 1: Comparison with YFilter
First, to see whether or not the partial matching path query with postfix sharing affects the filtering performance of Pos-Filter and YFilter, we performed the throughput comparison of both methods. The test query set consisted of only partial matching path queries (P=1). Table 2 shows the throughput of both methods when the parameter N is 100, 500, and 1,000. Here, the throughput is defined as the number of filtered elements per one second. We can see that Pos-Filter has a higher throughput than YFilter in all the cases. As indicated in Sect. 2, this result reflects that our PosFilter approach is advantageous to the partial matching path Table 1 Workload parameters for generating test queries and data. query with postfix sharing. The graph of Fig. 8 shows having traced the number of state transition in each NFA filtering machine for an arbitrary data section.
The number is to count all the matching transitions from the current active states when an XML element is inputted.
We can see that the number of state transition in PosFilter is lower than that in YFilter; the numbers in PosFilter are almost zero. This also reflects that our PosFilter machine has the less state explosion than the YFilter machine by exploiting the postfix sharing. Next, to analyze how deep is the impact of the partial matching path query, we performed the throughput comparison of PosFilter and YFilter according to the occupying probability of partial matching path queries. In the experiment, the parameter N is set to 100 and the parameter P is varied from 0% to 100%. The graph of Fig. 9 shows that the throughput of YFilter worsens as the probability increases while PosFilter has the steady throughput. We can also see that even at 20%, YFilter has worse throughput than PosFilter.
Experiment 2: Comparison with AFilter
As mentioned in Sect. 1, AFilter is another study on exploiting the postfix sharing similar to our method. However, unlike state machine-based schemes such as PosFilter and YFilter, it uses its own specific memory organization and path matching algorithm. In this subsection, we present an experimental result for the filtering performance of both methods.
Since we could not obtain the optimized implementation of AFilter, we performed the performance analysis through measuring the number of states pushed into the runtime stack of each filtering machine. The number of states pushed into the runtime stack should be associated closely with the throughput. The reason is that pushing one state into the stack means that there are many related operations such as the stack operation of push and pop, the automata operation of state transition, and memory-related operations. Therefore, we can roughly compare the filtering performance of both methods by measuring the number of pushed states.
Especially, we compare PosFilter approach with the suffix-clustering approach of AFilter with respect to postfix sharing. In addition, since AFilter requires an additional operation of the pointer traversal for the backtracking path matching algorithm, we counted the number of pointer traversal in addition to the number of pushed states. Such traversal cost is no less significant than the cost of state transition. In the graph of Fig. 10 , the measurement for AFilter indicates summing up the number of pointer traversal and the number of pushed states.
In the graph of Fig. 10 , we can see that the throughput of PosFilter is similar to that of AFilter at P=20%, 40%, 60%, and 80%. And PosFilter has a higher throughput than AFilter at P=100%; note that the larger the number of pushed states, the longer the filtering time. However, considered as a whole, we can say that the performances of two methods are similar. Through some other experimental results which are not presented in this paper, we also observed that there is no significant difference in the number of pushed states and pointer traversals of two methods. However, as mentioned at the end of Sect. 1, although PosFilter has just a similar filtering performance as in our experiments or AFilter can give further improvement, PosFilter following the NFA scheme should give more substantial benefits Fig. 11 The runtime stack operation of YFilter .
Fig. 12
The StackBranch operation of AFilter.
in terms of the expressiveness and the incremental maintenance. 
